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Abstract

An anisotropic error estimator involving only first order derivatives is proposed for the Laplace problem and continuous, piecewise
linear finite elements. Upper and lower bounds are presented, the involved constants being independent of the mesh aspect ratio provided
the error gradient is equidistributed in the directions of maximum and minimum stretching. An anisotropic adaptive algorithm is then
proposed, with aim to equidistribute the error gradient in the directions of maximum and minimum stretching. Numerical results in two
and three space dimensions show that the effectivity index is aspect ratio independent on such adapted meshes.
� 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Since the first paper of Babuška and Rheinboldt [9,8], a
posteriori error estimates became an increasingly impor-
tant aspect of the finite element method, see for instance
[35,2,23,11,10] for general reviews. The goal of a posteriori
error estimates is to relate the true error to a computable
quantity, the so-called error estimator. Then the error esti-
mator can be used as a refinement/coarsening criterion in
order to develop efficient adaptive algorithms. A measure
of the quality of an error estimator is the so-called effecti-

vity index

ei ¼ estimated error

true error
:

The error estimator is said to be equivalent to the true error
when there exists two constants C1 and C2 independent of
the mesh size and the order of approximation such that

C1 6 ei 6 C2: ð1Þ
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The error estimator is said to be asymptotically exact when
ei! 1 if the mesh size h! 0. For instance, it is proved in
[7,35] that the classical explicit, residual based error estima-
tor is equivalent to the true error, the constants C1 and C2

depending on the mesh aspect ratio. Also, it is proved in
[32,36] that for certain classes of meshes (including classes
of strongly anisotropic meshes), the celebrated Zienkie-
wicz–Zhu (ZZ) error estimator is aymptotically exact.
Finally, it is proved in [17] that ZZ-like error estimators
are always equivalent to the true error with C1 = 1 and
explicit values for C2.

Recently, anisotropic a posteriori error estimates for
finite elements with high aspect ratio received much atten-
tion, the goal being to build adapted meshes with fewer ver-
tices. In most anisotropic adaptive algorithms already
published, see for instance [20–22,4,5,31], an approxima-
tion of the Hessian matrix of the solution is needed in order
to compute the error estimator. Such a task can be difficult
to achieve when using low order finite elements. Moreover,
the error introduced when approximating second order
derivatives should be considered. Therefore, we found it
interesting to develop anisotropic error estimators that
involve only first order derivatives of the computed
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quantities, see also [6] for related work in the frame of fluid
dynamics.

In [24,26], a new framework was proposed to derive
interpolation estimates for anisotropic meshes. The classi-
cal explicit, residual based error estimator was extended
to anisotropic meshes and it was proved that (1) holds with
C1 independent of the mesh aspect ratio but C2 depending
on the so-called matching function that measures the align-
ment of the mesh with the problem solution. Numerical
results on layered meshes confirmed the theoretical predic-
tions. However, this error estimator may not be well suited
for anisotropic mesh adaptation since the information
about the alignment of the mesh with the solution is lost
in the matching function.

An alternative framework for deriving interpolation
estimates on anisotropic meshes was developed indepen-
dently in [20,21]. The Laplace problem was considered,
the dual weighted residual approach of [12] was used and
an adaptive anisotropic algorithm was proposed, requiring
the Hessian matrix of the dual problem to be approxi-
mated.

Using the interpolation results of [20,21], an anisotropic
error estimator in the energy norm involving first order
derivatives of the computed quantities was proposed in
[29]. The upper bound (1) was proved, the constant C2

being independent of the aspect ratio. The proof of the
lower bound was missing but numerical results showed that
the estimator was sharp on anisotropic adapted meshes.
This anisotropic error estimator was extended in [30] to lin-
ear elliptic and parabolic problems, but also to nonlinear
parabolic systems [16,15]. In this paper, the lower bound
is proved for the Laplace problem whenever the mesh equi-
distributes the error gradient in the directions of minimum
and maximum stretching. This suggests an adaptive algo-
rithm that equidistributes the error gradient in the direc-
tions of minimum and maximum stretching. Numerical
experiments reported hereafter confirm that, when using
such adapted meshes, the effectivity index is independent
of the aspect ratio.

The outline is as follows: In the next section, the error
estimator is presented for the analysis of the Laplace prob-
lem. It is proved that an estimate similar to (1) holds, the
constants C1 and C2 being independent of the mesh size
and aspect ratio provided an additional assumption involv-
ing the mesh and the error gradient is satisfied. This
assumption holds for instance when the error gradient is
equidistributed in the directions of maximum and mini-
mum stretching. An adaptive algorithm satisfying this
equidistribution condition is proposed. Numerical results
in two and three space dimensions confirm the theoretical
predictions.
Fig. 1. A simple example of transformation TK from element bK to K.
Here bK is the usual reference triangle.
2. The finite element method

Given a polygonal domain X � R2, given f 2 L2(X), we
are searching for u : X! R such that
� Du ¼ f in X;

u ¼ 0 on oX:
ð2Þ

For any 0 < h < 1, let Th be a conforming triangulation of
X into triangles K with diameter hK less than h. Let Vh be
the usual finite element space of continuous, piecewise
linear functions on the triangles of Th, zero valued on
oX. Our finite element approximation consists in seeking
uh 2 Vh such thatZ

X
ruh � rvh ¼

Z
X

fvh 8vh 2 V h: ð3Þ

We now use the notations of [20,21] in order to describe the
mesh anisotropy. The reader should note that similar
results can be found in [24,26]. For any triangle K of the
mesh, let T K : bK ! K be the affine transformation which
maps the reference triangle bK into K. Let MK be the
Jacobian of TK that is

x ¼ T Kðx̂Þ ¼ MK x̂þ tK :

Since MK is invertible, it admits a singular value decompo-
sition MK ¼ RT

KKKP K , where RK and PK are orthogonal and
where KK is diagonal with positive entries. In the following
we set

KK ¼
k1;K 0

0 k2;K

� �
and RK ¼

rT
1;K

rT
2;K

 !
; ð4Þ

with the choice k1,K P k2,K. A simple example of such a
transformation is x1 ¼ Hx̂1, x2 ¼ hx̂2, with H P h, thus

MK ¼
H 0

0 h

� �
; k1;K ¼ H ; k2;K ¼ h;

r1;K ¼
1

0

� �
; r2;K ¼

0

1

� �
;

see Fig. 1. A geometrical interpretation of the decomposi-
tion MK ¼ RT

KKKP K is reported in Fig. 2. Consider the case
when bK is the unit equilateral reference triangle and con-
sider the set of points lying on the unit circle, that is the
points x̂ satisfying x̂Tx̂ ¼ 1. Since x̂ ¼ M�1

K ðx� tKÞ, we
have

1 ¼ ðx� tKÞTM�T
K M�1

K ðx� tKÞ
¼ ðx� tKÞTRT

KK�2
K RKðx� tKÞ;

thus the unit circle is mapped into an ellipse with directions
r1,K and r2,K, the amplitude of stretching being k1,K and
k2,K.



Fig. 2. The transformation TK when bK is the equilateral reference triangle
and K is isoceles. The unit circle is mapped into an ellipse with directions
r1,K and r2,K, the amplitude of stretching being k1,K and k2,K.
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In the frame of anisotropic meshes, the classical mini-
mum angle condition is not required. However, for each
vertex, the number of neighbouring vertices should be
bounded from above, uniformely with respect to the mesh
size h. Also, for each triangle K of the mesh, there is a
restriction related to the patch DK, the set of triangles hav-
ing a vertex common with K. More precisely, the diameter
of the reference patch DK̂ , that is DK̂ ¼ T�1

K ðDKÞ, must be
uniformly bounded independently of the mesh geometry.
This assumption excludes some too distorted reference
patches, see Fig. 3 where examples of acceptable and non-
acceptable patches are shown. It should be noted that the
restriction about the diameter reference patch was not pres-
ent in the two original papers of Formaggia and Perotto
[20,21]. A similar condition can also be found in the papers
of Kunert [24,26]. This restriction has been added in the
paper by Micheletti et al. [27] and is needed in order to
prove the interpolation estimates, since Clément’s interpo-
lant involves quantities on the reference patch. This
assumptions implies that the local geometric quantities
Fig. 3. Example of an acceptable patch (top): the size of the reference
patch DK̂ does not depend on the aspect ratio H/h. Example of a
nonacceptable patch (bottom): the size of the reference patch DK̂ now
depends on the aspect ratio H/h.
ki,K, ri,K, i = 1,2, vary smoothly on neighbouring triangles.
In practice, no restrictions have been added in order to sat-
isfy this condition and the anisotropic mesh generators that
have been used [13,19] seem to avoid such nonacceptable
patches.

3. The error estimator

Let us now introduce our anisotropic error estimator.
It is a slight modification of the one presented in [29,30].
For all K 2Th, let

PKf ¼ 1

jKj

Z
K

f

be the L2(K) projection of f onto the constants. Let ‘i,
i = 1,2,3 be the triangle three edges, let [Æ] denote the jump
of the bracketed quantity across ‘i, with the convention
[Æ] = 0 for an edge ‘i on the boundary oX. Then, our error
indicator on triangle K is defined by

g2
K ¼ jjPKf jjL2ðKÞ þ

1

2

X3

i¼1

j‘ij
k1;Kk2;K

� �1=2

jj ruh � n½ �jjL2ð‘iÞ

 !
� xKðeÞ: ð5Þ

Here n is the edge unit normal (in arbitrary direction),
e = u � uh is the true error, and xK(e) is defined by

x2
KðeÞ ¼ k2

1;KðrT
1;KGKðeÞr1;KÞ þ k2

2;KðrT
2;KGKðeÞr2;KÞ; ð6Þ

where GK(e) denotes the 2 · 2 matrix defined by

GKðeÞ ¼

Z
DK

oe
ox1

� �2

dx
Z

DK

oe
ox1

oe
ox2

dxZ
DK

oe
ox1

oe
ox2

dx
Z

DK

oe
ox2

� �2

dx

0BBB@
1CCCA: ð7Þ

The estimator (5) is not a usual error estimator since
e = u � uh (and therefore u) is still involved. However, if
we can guess e, then (5) can be used to derive a computable
quantity. This idea has been used in [29,30] and an efficient
anisotropic error indicator has also been obtained replac-
ing the derivatives

oe
oxi

in ð7Þ by
ouh

oxi
�Ph

ouh

oxi
; i ¼ 1; 2; ð8Þ

where Ph is an approximate L2(X) projection onto Vh.
More precisely, from constant values of ouh/oxi on trian-
gles, we build values at vertices P using the formula

Ph
ouh

oxi

� �
ðP Þ ¼ 1X

K2Th
P2K
jKj

X
K2Th

P2K

jKj ouh

oxi

� �
jK
; i ¼ 1; 2:

Approximating oe/oxi by (I � Ph)ouh/oxi is at the base of
the celebrated Zienkiewicz–Zhu error estimator [38,3,39]
and can be justified theoretically whenever superconver-
gence occurs, that is when $u � Ph$uh is better than
O(h). For instance, it is proved in [32,1] that the Zien-
kiewicz–Zhu error estimator is asymptotically exact on



Fig. 4. Example of anisotropic structured meshes included in the analysis
of [36].
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parallel meshes, see also [14] for 3D results. Superconver-
gence has also be obtained for 2D midly structured meshes
in [36], which includes O(h1+a) perturbations of the ani-
sotropic patterns of Fig. 4, but excludes for instance the
chevron pattern, for which the Zienkiewicz–Zhu is not
aymptotically exact, see [32]. The reader should note that
recently an alternative gradient recovery technique based
on least square fitting has been proposed in [37,28] and
has proved to be superconvergent on the chevron pattern.
We did not implement this procedure since the Zien-
kiewicz–Zhu error estimator performs surprisingly well,
even on general unstructured, anisotropic meshes. On gen-
eral unstructured meshes, the Zienkiewicz–Zhu error esti-
mator is only proved to be equivalent to the true error,
see for instance [32,17] for isotropic meshes and [25] for
anisotropic meshes. Numerical results show that the good
properties of the Zienkiewicz–Zhu error estimator are
underestimated by theoretical results.

4. Equivalence between the error and the estimator

Our goal is to prove upper and lower bounds between
the error e = u � uh and the estimator (5), the constants
being independent of the mesh aspect ratio.

Using the interpolation estimates of [20,21] and proceed-
ing as in [29,30], the following upper bound can be proved.
Again, the reader should note that similar results can be
proved using the anisotropic framework of [24,26] which
involves other definitions of k1,K, k2,K, r1,K and r2,K. For
instance, estimate (10) hereafter can be found in [24], at
the end of the proof of Lemma 5.

Proposition 1. There is a constant C depending only on the

reference triangle bK (thus not on the mesh size or aspect

ratio) such thatZ
X
jrej2 6 C

X
K2Th

g2
K þ

X
K2Th

jjf �PKf jjL2ðKÞxKðeÞ
 !

: ð9Þ

Proof. The proof is similar to that in [29,30]. For the sake
of clarity, it is reproduced hereafter. Let Ih be Clément’s
interpolant [18]. From Proposition 3.2 in [20], there exists
a constant C depending only on the reference element bK
such that, for all v 2 H1(X), for all K 2Th

jjv� IhvjjL2ðKÞ 6 CxKðvÞ: ð10Þ

Moreover, proceeding as in the proof of Proposition 2 in
[21], there exists a constant C depending only on the refer-
ence element bK such that, for all v 2 H1(X), for all K 2Th,
for i = 1,2,3
jjv� IhvjjL2ð‘iÞ 6 C
j‘ij

k1;Kk2;K

� �1=2

xKðvÞ:

It then suffices to proceed as in the proof of Proposition 2
in [29] to obtain the result. By definition of u, we have

jjrðu� uhÞjj2L2ðXÞ ¼
Z

X
f ðu� uhÞ �

Z
X
ruh � rðu� uhÞ:

ð11Þ
Now, using (3), we have, for any v 2 H 1

0ðXÞZ
X

fv�
Z

X
ruh �rv

¼
Z

X
f ðv� IhvÞ�

Z
X
ruh �rðv� IhvÞ

¼
X

K2Th

Z
K
ðPKf þDuhÞðv� IhvÞþ1

2

Z
oK
ruh �n½ �ðv� IhvÞ

� �
þ
X

K2Th

Z
K
ðf �PKf Þðv� IhvÞ:

Using Cauchy–Schwarz inequality and the above inter-
polation results, we obtainZ

X
fv�

Z
X
ruh �rv

6C
X

K2Th

jjPK f jjL2ðKÞ þ
X3

i¼1

1

2

j‘ij
k1;Kk2;K

� �1=2

j ruh �n½ �j jjL2ð‘iÞ

 !
xKðvÞ

(

þ
X

K2Th

jjf �PKf jjL2ðKÞxKðvÞ
)
;

where C ¼ CðbK Þ. The above estimate with v = u � uh in
(11) yields the result. h

Extending the ideas of [35,7] to the framework of
anisotropic meshes, we can prove the following.

Proposition 2. There exists a function u 2 H 1
0ðXÞ and a

constant C depending only on the reference triangle bK such

that, for all K 2Th we haveZ
‘i

½ruh � n�u ¼
j‘ij

k1;Kk2;K

� �1=2 Z
‘i

½ruh � n�2
� �1=2

xKðeÞ;

i ¼ 1; 2; 3; ð12ÞZ
K
ðPKf Þu ¼

Z
K
ðPKf Þ2

� �1=2

xKðeÞ; ð13ÞZ
K
jruj2 6 C

x2
KðeÞ
k2

2;K

: ð14Þ

Proof. As in [35,7], we claim that

u ¼ CKwK þ
X3

i¼1

C‘iw‘i
;

where CK, C‘i , i = 1,2,3 are constants to be determined and
where wK, w‘i

, i = 1,2,3 are the usual bubble functions at-
tached to triangle K and edge ‘i, respectively. since wK is
zero along each edge ‘i, (12) yields
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C‘i ¼
xKðeÞZ
‘i

w‘i

j‘ij2

k1;Kk2;K

 !1=2

:

Then, using (13) and the identity jKj = k1,Kk2,K, we obtain

CK ¼
xKðeÞZ

K
wK

ðk1;Kk2;KÞ1=2 �
X3

i¼1

Z
K

w‘iZ
‘i

w‘i

j‘ij2

k1;Kk2;K

 !1=2

0BB@
1CCA:

We therefore haveZ
K
jruj26 4 C2

K

Z
K
jrwK j

2þ
X3

i¼1

C2
‘i

Z
K
jrw‘i

j2
 !

6 4x2
KðeÞ 4

Z
K
jrwK j

2

ð
Z

K
wKÞ

2
k1;Kk2;K þ

X3

i¼1

ð
Z

K
w‘i
Þ2

ð
Z
‘i

w‘i
Þ2
j‘ij2

k1;Kk2;K

0BB@
1CCA

8>><>>:
þ
X3

i¼1

R
K jrw‘i

j2

ð
R
‘i
w‘i
Þ2

j‘ij2

k1;Kk2;K

9>>=>>;: ð15Þ

From Lemma 2.2 of [20] we haveZ
K
jrwK j

2 þ
X3

i¼1

Z
K
jrw‘i

j2 6 C
k1;K

k2;K
; ð16Þ

with C ¼ CðbK Þ. Moreover, we haveZ
K

wK ¼ k1;Kk2;K

Z
K̂

ŵK̂ ¼ bCk1;Kk2;K ;Z
K

w‘i
¼ k1;Kk2;K

Z
K̂

ŵ‘̂i
¼ bCik1;Kk2;K ; i ¼ 1; 2; 3;Z

‘i

w‘i
¼ j‘ij

Z
‘̂i

ŵ‘̂i
¼ bDij‘ij; i ¼ 1; 2; 3;

ð17Þ

where obviously bC , bCi, bDi depend only on the reference ele-
ment. Finally, (17) and (16) in (15) yields estimate (14). h

Proposition 3. There exists a constant C depending only on

the reference triangle bK such thatX
K2Th

g2
K 6 C

X
K2Th

ðjjrejjL2ðKÞ þ k1;K jjf �PKf jjL2ðKÞÞ
xKðeÞ
k2;K

:

ð18Þ
Proof. Using the definition of the error estimator, condi-
tions (12), (13) and the definition of PK, we haveX
K2Th

g2
K ¼

X
K2Th

Z
K

f uþ 1

2

Z
oK
½ruh � n�u

� �
�
X

K2Th

Z
K
ðf �PKf Þu

¼
X

K2Th

Z
K
ðf u�ruh � ruÞ

�
X

K2Th

Z
K
ðf �PKf Þðu�PKuÞ

¼
X

K2Th

Z
K
re � ru�

X
K2Th

Z
K
ðf �PKf Þðu�PKuÞ:
Using Cauchy–Schwarz estimate we therefore obtainX
K2Th

g2
K 6

X
K2Th

ðjjrejjL2ðKÞjjrujjL2ðKÞ

þ jjf �PKf jjL2ðKÞjju�PKujjL2ðKÞÞ: ð19Þ

Using the properties of PK and again Lemma 2.2 of [20],
we haveZ

K
ðu�PKuÞ2 ¼ k1;Kk2;K

Z
K̂
ðû� bPKûÞ2

6 bCk1;Kk2;K

Z
K̂
jr̂ûj2 6 bCk2

1;K

Z
K
jruj2;

where bC depends only on the reference element, so that
(19) yieldsX
K2Th

g2
K 6

X
K2Th

ðjjrejjL2ðKÞ þ bCk1;K jjf �PKf jjL2ðKÞÞ

� jjrujjL2ðKÞ:

It suffices to use (14) to obtain (18).
We can now state the main result of the paper. h

Theorem 4. Assume that L2(X). Then, there exists a con-
stant C1 independent of the mesh size and aspect ratio such

thatZ
X
jrej2 6 C1

X
K2Th

g2
K þ

X
K2Th

k2
1;K jjf �PKf jj2L2ðKÞ

 !
: ð20Þ

Moreover, if the mesh is such that there exists a constant C2

independent of the mesh size and aspect ratio such thatX
K2Th

x2
KðeÞ
k2

2;K

6 C2

Z
X
jrej2: ð21Þ

then, there exists a constant C3 independent of the mesh size

and aspect ratio such thatX
K2Th

g2
K 6 C3

Z
X
jrej2 þ

X
K2Th

k2
1;K jjf �PKf jj2L2ðKÞ

 !
: ð22Þ

Remark 5. Assumption (21) is true provided there exists a
constant C independent of the mesh aspect ratio such that,
for all K 2Th,

k2
1;KðrT

1;KGKðeÞr1;KÞ 6 Ck2
2;KðrT

2;KGKðeÞr2;KÞ; ð23Þ

in other words, when the error gradient in the direction of
maximum stretching is less than the error gradient in the
direction of minimum stretching. This is for instance the
case when

k2
1;KðrT

1;KGKðeÞr1;KÞ ¼ k2
2;KðrT

2;KGKðeÞr2;KÞ 8K 2Th; ð24Þ

that is to say when the error in both the directions of min-
imum and maximum stretching is equidistributed. This is
precisely the goal of the adaptive algorithm described in
[29,30]. Numerical results reported in [29,30] have shown
that the effectivity index is aspect ratio independent for
adapted meshes. Moreover, the effectivity index may blow
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up when the mesh is refined in one direction only, see the
numerical results hereafter.

Remark 6. Proceeding as in the proof of Proposition 3 we
have that, if f 2 L2(X) and if f 2 H1(K) for all K 2Th, then
there exists C independent of the mesh size and aspect ratio
such that

jjf �PKf jj2L2ðKÞ 6 Ck2
1;K jjrf jj2L2ðKÞ:

Therefore, under the assumptions of the above Theorem,
estimates (20) and (22) writeZ

X
jrej2 6 C1

X
K2Th

g2
K þ h:o:t: and

X
K2Th

g2
K 6 C3

Z
X
jrej2 þ h:o:t:;

where h.o.t. denotes a high order term that behaves asX
K2Th

k4
1;K jjrf jj2L2ðKÞ:

First, it should be noted that, for isotropic meshes h.o.t. is
a O(h4) term, thus the results of [7] are recovered. Second,
in the framework of anisotropic meshes, h.o.t. is indeed a
high order term provided the mesh sequence satisfies

max
K2Th

k1;K ! 0:

Remark 7. The lower bound (22) can be obtained indi-
rectly using the results proved in [24]. Indeed, from esti-
mate (18), Theorem 2 of [24] we know that, for each
K 2Th

hmin;K jjPKf jj2L2ðKÞ þ
X3

i¼1

1

j‘ij
jj½ruh � n�jj2L2ð‘iÞ

 !1=2

6 CðjjrejjL2ðDK Þ þ hmin;K jjf �PKf jjL2ðDK ÞÞ;

where C does not depend on the mesh size or aspect ratio.
Replacing hmin,K by k2,K and using the definition (5) we
obtain

g2
K

k2;K

xKðeÞ
6 CðjjrejjL2ðDK Þ þ k2;K jjf �PKf jjL2ðDK ÞÞ;

which yields (18).

Proof. [of Theorem 4] Using the definition of xK(e) and
since k2,K 6 k1,K, we always have

xKðeÞ 6 k1;K jjrejjL2ðDK Þ:

We then obtain (20) inserting the two above estimates in (9)
and using Young’s inequality. Moreover, if (21) holds, then
(22) can be easily obtained from (18). h
Fig. 5. Results when TOL = 0.125. First row, left: adapted mesh, right:
isolines of u from 0.1 to 0.9. Second row: zoom at x1 = 0, x2 = 0.5.
5. Numerical results

We consider as in [20,21,29,30] problem (2) in the unit
square X = (0,1)2 and choose f so that u is given by
uðx1; x2Þ ¼ 4ð1� e�ax1 � ð1� e�aÞx1Þx2ð1� x2Þ;
with a = 100. Thus, the solution exhibits a boundary layer
along the side x1 = 0 of the unit square.

We have considered the anisotropic, adaptive algorithm
presented in [29,30], the goal being to build an anisotropic
triangulation such that the estimated relative error is close
to a preset tolerance TOL, namely

0:75TOL 6

X
K2Th

g2
K

 !1=2

jjruhjjL2ðXÞ
6 1:25TOL:

Here gK is defined by (5)–(7) and the post-processing (8)
has been used in order to approximate the error gradient
GK(e). A sufficient condition to insure the above inequali-
ties is to equidistribute the error estimator, namely

0:752TOL2jjruhjj2L2ðKÞ 6 g2
K 6 1:252TOL2jjruhjj2L2ðKÞ; ð25Þ

for all K 2Th. In practice, a mesh satisfying (25) is build

• by equidistributing gK in the directions r1,K and r2,K (the
directions of maximum and minimum stretching) so that
(24) is satisfied.

• by aligning the triangle K with the eigenvectors of the
error gradient GK(e).

All the meshes are generated using the BL2D software
[13], see [29,30] for details. Since (24) is satisfied on adapted
meshes, Theorem 4 holds and the effectivity index should
be independent of the mesh aspect ratio.

The adapted mesh obtained when running the adaptive
algorithm with TOL = 0.125 (12.5% relative estimated
error) is reported in Fig. 5. The initial mesh was a quasi
uniform 10 · 10 mesh, the mesh shown is the generated



Table 3
Effectivity indices when refining a mesh having aspect ratio 1:1 in the
horizontal direction only

h1 � h2 Vertices krekL2ðXÞ ei eiZZ we

0.1–0.1 157 7.6 1.0 0.08 0.12
0.01–0.1 1314 1.3 2.5 0.90 1.69
0.001–0.1 12926 2.3 1.9 0.67 2.77
0.0001–0.1 138730 4.7 1.0 0.37 1.30

h1 and h2 denotes the mesh size in the horizontal and vertical directions,
respectively.

Fig. 6. Results with the simplified error estimator (26) in place of our
error estimator gK. The mesh generated at iteration 13 of our adaptive
algorithm when TOL = 0.125 is represented. The adaptive algorithm stops
at iteration 14 since the mesh generator fails to build the requested
triangulation.
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mesh number 30. In Table 1, the following quantities are
reported for several values of TOL: the number of vertices,
the effectivity index

ei ¼

X
K2Th

g2
K

� �1=2

jjrejjL2ðXÞ
;

the true error and the maximum aspect ratio

ar ¼ max
K2Th

k1;K

k2;K
:

Since the error gradient GK(e) involved in the definition of
our error indicator gK is approximated using the post-
processing (8), the effectivity index corresponding to the
Zienkiewicz–Zhu error estimator

eiZZ ¼

Z
X
jruh �Phruhj2

� �1=2

jjrejjL2ðXÞ

is reported. Moreover, in order to check if assumption (21)
holds, the quantity

we ¼

X
K2Th

x2
KðeÞ
k2

2;K

 !1=2

jjrejjL2ðXÞ

is also reported. Clearly, from the results reported in Table
1, The Zienkiewicz–Zhu error estimator is asymptotically
exact. Therefore the approximation of the error gradient
GK(e) in the definition of our error indicator gK is correct.
Moreover, assumption (21) holds, and the effectivity index
does not depend on the aspect ratio, see Theorem 4.

Another situation when the effectivity index is aspect
ratio independent is the following. A mesh having aspect
ratio 1:10 is refined in both horizontal and vertical direc-
tions. The numerical results are reported in Table 2.
Table 1
Effectivity indices when using the adaptive algorithm with several values of
TOL

TOL Vertices krekL2ðXÞ ei ar eiZZ we

0.125 890 0.21 2.97 185 1.00 1.59
0.0625 3589 0.10 2.99 450 1.00 1.60
0.03125 13196 0.050 3.05 400 1.00 1.63
0.015625 51128 0.025 3.06 650 1.00 1.63

Table 2
Effectivity indices when refining a mesh having aspect ratio 1:10 in both
horizontal and vertical directions

h1 � h2 Vertices krekL2ðXÞ ei eiZZ we

0.01–0.1 1314 1.26 2.50 0.90 1.69
0.005–0.05 5070 0.69 2.55 0.96 1.62
0.0025–0.025 20001 0.35 2.72 0.98 1.70
0.00125–0.0125 80391 0.17 2.82 0.99 1.77

h1 and h2 denotes the mesh size in the horizontal and vertical directions,
respectively.
The effectivity index depends on the aspect ratio in the
following situation. A mesh having aspect ratio 1:1 is
Fig. 7. Examples of generated meshes when TOL = 0.125. First row:
when using our error estimator gK. Second row: when using the simplified
error estimator (26). Left column: mesh number 5. Right column: mesh
number 10.



Fig. 8. Examples of generated meshes when TOL = 0.125. Zoom along the boundary layer, at x1 = 0, x2 = 0.5. First row: when using our error estimator
gK. Second row: when using the simplified error estimator (26). Left column: initial 10 · 10 mesh. Middle column: mesh number 5. Right column: mesh
number 10.

Fig. 9. The 3D Laplace problem: the anisotropic adapted mesh when TOL = 0.5. Isocolors of the computed solution are shown at the plane x3 = 0.5.
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Table 4
Effectivity indices when using the 3D adaptive algorithm with several
values of TOL

TOL Vertices krekL2ðXÞ ei ar eiZZ

1.0 4475 0.86 2.73 247 1.00
0.5 15439 0.44 2.05 123 0.99
0.25 50063 0.24 1.80 643 0.95
0.125 180987 0.14 1.78 2526 0.98
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refined only in one direction. The numerical results are
reported in Table 3. This example shows that the error
estimator is not always equivalent to the true error.

It should be noted that numerical experiments have been
performed when replacing our anisotropic error estimator
gK by a simplified one, namely

ðrT
1;KGKðeÞr1;KÞ þ ðrT

2;KGKðeÞr2;KÞ; ð26Þ

where the error gradient GK(e) is still approximated using
the post-processing (8). This corresponds to keeping only
the Zienkiewicz–Zhu part in our error estimator and
removing the weights coming from the residual part. We
have not been able to obtain anisotropic adapted meshes
with such an error estimator. For instance, the mesh gen-
erated at iteration 13 of the adaptive algorithm with
TOL = 0.125 is reported in Fig. 6. The variations of this
simplified error estimator seem to be too strong within
the domain X, which causes the mesh generator to fail at
iteration 14. A comparison of the meshes generated when
using both error estimators is proposed in Figs. 7 and 8.
Even if the global properties of both these two error esti-
mators are the same, their local behaviour seems to be
slightly different. We have no theoretical explanation for
this numerical observation but it seems that the additional
term [$uh Æ n] present in (5) smoothes the local variations of
the error estimator.

This anisotropic, adaptive algorithm has been extended
in three space dimensions using the MeshAdapt software
[19] based on the mesh generator of the GAMMA research
team of INRIA [5]. The results reported in Fig. 9 corre-
spond to X = (0,1)3 and the solution of (2) given by

uðx1;x2;x3Þ¼ 1 if rðx1;x2;x3Þ< a

¼ exp
ðrðx1;x2;x3Þ�aÞ2

ðrðx1;x2;x3Þ�aÞ2� �2

 !
if rðx1;x2;x3Þ< aþ �

¼ 0 if rðx1;x2;x3ÞP aþ �;

with rðx1; x2; x3Þ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðx1 � 0:5Þ2 þ ðx2 � 0:5Þ2 þ ðx3 � 0:5Þ2

q
,

a = 0.1, � = 0.05. Thus, u is smooth, zero or one valued, ex-
cept in a region of width �. The mesh shown in Fig. 9 has
been obtained after 30 mesh generations, starting from a
10 · 10 · 10 uniform mesh and setting TOL = 0.5. In Table
4, the effectivity index is reported when running the adap-
tive algorithm with several values of TOL. Again, the effec-
tivity index is aspect ratio independent for adapted meshes.
6. Conclusions and perspectives

An anisotropic error estimator involving only first order
derivatives has been proposed for the Laplace equation. It
is proved that this error estimator is equivalent to the true
error provided the error estimator is equidistributed in the
directions of maximum and minimum stretching. Numeri-
cal results confirm the theoretical predictions in two and
three space dimensions.

This error estimator has been successfully used for solv-
ing parabolic nonlinear systems of partial differential equa-
tions in two space dimensions [16,15]. We are looking
forward to extending these computations to the three
dimensional case using the MeshAdapt software [19] based
on the mesh generator of the GAMMA research team of
INRIA [5]. Also, we intend to using Algebraic Multigrid
Methods [33,34] to solve efficiently the linear systems.

Finally, the surprisingly good properties of the ZZ esti-
mator on strongly anisotropic, unstructured meshes still
need some additional theoretical understanding.
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